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Abstract

In this paper we study di�erent approaches to distributed search, or solving simply-

connected perfect mazes, in both a simulator environment and on Khepera II robots.

The goal is to explore the feasibility and advantages of ant-inspired distributed multi-

agent algorithms in comparison to single agent wall following. The �rst part of this

paper discusses our choice of algorithms: a simple wall follower, as well as a customized

version of Tremaux's algorithm, which marks visited dead-end maze paths as blocked.

We also consider variations on Tremaux's algorithm, studying the bene�ts of the dis-

tributed method under di�erent assumptions. In addition to computer simulation, we

implement the wall following algorithm on Khepera II robots and attempt to under-

stand the impact of �noise� on the robot's behavior. The results of our experiments show

wall following to be good for small numbers of robots, or small mazes, but variations

on Tremaux's algorithm are competitive as both of these numbers increase.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of maze solving by a group of robots. We are given several robots
which start at the beginning of a maze, and are given the task of navigating to the end of
the maze. The robots are equipped with various sensors that allow them to detect obstacles
on di�erent sides. Since there is a collection of robots, it is desirable to use a distributed
multi-agent algorithm which allows the robots to work together and communicate in order
to �nd a solution more e�ciently. Moreover, we would like to gauge the feasibility as well
as advantages of distributed multi-agent algorithms over single-agent algorithms.

First, we discuss our implementation of a single-agent wall follower algorithm in a software
simulator environment. In addition to wall following, we experiment with distributed versions
of Tremaux's algorithm. Beyond simulator results, we test the wall follower algorithm in a
real environment with Khepera II robots. We analyze the performance of such an algorithm
in the midst of sensor noise and other inaccuracies relating to motor speed adjustments.

In order to implement the aforementioned algorithms, we make certain assumptions about
the mazes. First, we assume that the input maze is simply-connected. This means that the
start and end points of the maze are along the outside walls, and there are no loops inside
the maze. We also assume that the maze is perfect, i.e. that any two empty cells in the
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maze have one unique path connecting them. Furthermore, we only consider mazes in which
all angles are right angles. Finally, we assume that the robots can sense the full width of a
passageway so that if the robot is on one wall, it can detect whether there is a wall on the
opposite side of the passageway. All of these simpli�cations are used to make this problem
domain more easily modeled and tractable.

For the case of the multi-agent algorithms, we need a communication system between the
robots. Our chosen communication method, inspired by ant communication, is the secretion
of pheromone: Robots communicate by laying pheromones along the passageways. Despite
giving the robots this ability, we imagine it has a cost to it, and so would ideally like to
minimize the amount of pheromone laid.

2 Algorithms

2.1 Wall Following

The �rst maze-solving algorithm considered is wall following. A robot using wall following
starts at the entrance of a maze and follows a particular wall (either the right or the left wall).
Eventually, this robot will be led to to the exit of the maze, as long as the maze is simply-
connected. This algorithm is appealing because it guarantees to �nd the exit of the maze
in polynomial time and does not require communication or signi�cant sensor technology.
However, the algorithm is not �distributed�: all computation is redundant across robots, as
there is no sharing or preservation of information.

2.2 Tremaux's Algorithm

The second algorithm we implement is Tremaux's algorithm. A robot using Tremaux's
algorithm traverses a maze, keeping track of intersections passed. As the robot passes out
of an intersection, it labels the spot with the direction it came from, in our case in the
form of a pheromone. If it ever returns to its own pheromone from the direction opposite
the originally encoded direction, it turns the pheromone into a blocking pheromone. A
blocking pheromone is equivalent to a wall if approached from the direction encoded on the
pheromone. Contrary to the wall following algorithm, Tremaux's algorithm is a distributed
algorithm. One robot can discover that a path has a dead end and mark the branch as
blocked, thereby communicating to all future robots, and saving them the time of going
down that path. We experiment with three variations of Tremaux's algorithm that handle
di�erently which intersection branch to choose.

2.3 Wall Follower Version

The �rst variation implemented of Tremaux's algorithm uses wall following as a base algo-
rithm. A robot using this variation always follows the right wall. At every intersection, if the
right direction is free, it is automatically taken. Blocking pheromones are treated as walls,
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and non-blocking pheromones are laid after intersections are passed. There is no decay on
pheromones, in this version. Naturally, this variation is expected to perform better than
wall following, as it is wall following aided by the removal of undesirable maze branches.
Still, this algorithm involves much redundant computation. Especially if several robots run
at the same time, they are likely to block o� the same branches at the same time. We would
therefore expect this algorithm to be optimal if the robots run at spaced intervals such that
they do not overlap.

2.4 Random Branching

Much of the redundancy in the wall following variation of this algorithm is because at every
intersection, all robots choose the same branch. To reduce this redundancy, we would rather
robots explore di�erent branches. In this branching variation, at an intersection, each robot
picks a random valid direction to go in (directions with walls or blocking pheromones are
invalid). Because of this random branching, more of the maze will be uncovered at any
given time. There is a potential risk with this approach, however. Originally, a blocking
pheromone meant the entire sub-tree after a given square had been fully explored and was
a dead-end. With random branching, if a robot returns to one of its old pheromones, it
might not have explored the full sub-tree, because the branch splitting does not guarantee
all branches will be explored before returning. To address this risk, our agents keep track of
the most recent pheromone they dropped, and only allow themselves to change their most
recent pheromone to blocking mode. This prevents the possibility of marking a not entirely
explored sub-tree as blocked, but allows for the robots to have more diversity of branching
than before, and therefore more real-time meaningful communication.

2.5 Decay-Based Branching

Our �nal variation on Tremaux's algorithm involves decay. In the random branching varia-
tion, at an intersection, a robot picks a direction randomly with equal probability for each
direction. In this variation, each agent at an intersection chooses a random unblocked di-
rection in proportion to how weak the amount of pheromone in that direction is. In other
words, when branching, there is a stronger likelihood of choosing unexplored paths or paths
that have decayed. Note that blocking pheromones here, despite potentially having decayed,
retain their full power. As before, this algorithm only allows agents to block pheromones if
they had been previously seen, to prevent blocking whole sub-trees, when only part of the
sub-tree was explored. The bene�t of this variation over the previous is that less traveled
branches are more likely to be explored, increasing the speed at which the full maze is tra-
versed. If a branch leads to a successful exit, it is also more likely to be chosen, since its
initial pheromone will decay (as the �rst agent will never return to that square).
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3 The Simulator

3.1 World

As mentioned earlier, we make several key assumptions in order to render this problem more
feasible for implementation. We focus on speci�c types of mazes, namely simply connected
mazes, which only have one entrance and exit, both of which are on the outside wall. We
also assume the maze does not have any loops. The maze is a series of blocks at right angles
from each other. Finally, the robot movement is a fraction of the wall block size � it advances
far less than a block at a time.

3.2 Maze Generation

There are di�erent types of mazes organized around several classi�cations: dimension, topol-
ogy, routing, etc. We experiment with the most common type, the 2D perfect maze (or
�simply-connected maze�). This type of maze has no loops or closed circuits: any cell in the
maze is connected to any other cell by a unique route.

We study the behavior of our algorithms under random perfect mazes of varying sizes,
and thus need an e�cient way of generating random mazes. The method used is described
below:

We start with an N × N grid of cells, each with 4 solid walls separating it from its
neighbor. We also keep a stack of visited cells where each cell's ID is its position in the grid.
The algorithm then becomes very similar to a depth-�rst search:

1. Choose a random cell as a starting point (current cell)

2. Choose a random neighbor cell which was never visited (4 walls intact)

3. If a neighbor is found:

(a) Remove the wall between the current and neighboring cell

(b) Push the current cell onto the stack and set as visited

(c) Make the neighboring cell a current cell

Else:

(a) Pop latest cell from stack and make it the current cell

4. Repeat 2 and 3 until all cells are visited

3.3 Pheromones

The main method of robot communication is via pheromones, �chemical� signals robots leave
on the world. To simplify pheromone detection, robots drop pheromones the size of a block,
where a block is the smallest size a wall or passage segment can be. Each pheromone encodes
the following information:

1. ID of robot who laid it

2. Amount of pheromone
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the simulator interface for a grid of size 13. The agents are represented as

red dots. The starting point is at the bottom left and the �nishing point is at the top right. Green

squares represent non-blocking pheromones and red squares represent blocking pheromones.

3. Direction the robot who laid the pheromone was moving in

4. Whether the pheromone blocks movement or not

If a pheromone is in �blocking� mode, it means robots cannot move through it in the encoded
direction. A robot can change a pheromone from �non-blocking� to �blocking� mode if it
encounters the previous pheromone it laid, if the pheromone is non-blocking, and if the
direction encoded on the pheromone is the opposite of the direction the robot approaches it
from. Meaning, if the robot returns to its own old pheromone, the passage it explored was
not the exit, so it switches the pheromone to block. Note the block only prevents robots from
entering that branch, so as to allow any other robots already in the sub-tree to exit. In the
simulator, blocking pheromones are rendered as red, and non-blocking as green. Multiple
pheromones are allowed on the same square. If there is any blocking pheromone among
those, it takes precedence.

With the decay version of Tremaux's algorithm, each pheromone's value is decreased
slightly at each time-step. Blocking pheromones are still treated the same, despite their
decrease in value, whereas non-blocking pheromones' decayed values impact a robot's deci-
sions.

3.4 Sensors

The simulated robots have four main sensors:

1. Walls. The robot can detect whether there is a close wall in varying directions next
to it.

2. Pheromones. The robot can read current or adjacent squares' pheromones.
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Figure 2: Khepera II sensors

3. Compass. The robot can get its current direction, either relative or absolute.

4. Finish. The robot can detect if it reaches the end of the maze.

4 Khepera II Robots

4.1 Apparatus

Apart from the simulation, the wall follower algorithm was tested on actual robots, namely,
the Khepera II robots. The Kheperas are equipped with a total of eight infrared sensors.
The sensors are depicted in Figure 2, where sensors 2 and 3 are the two front sensors.

The robots also have two motors, whose individual speeds may be set. A positive speed
corresponds to the motor moving the robot in the forward direction, while a negative speed
corresponds to motion in the reverse direction.

4.2 Approach

Our �rst approach was to try to implement a �nite state machine that checks what inputs
are receiving and selects a discrete action based on that. Unfortunately the robots do not
behave as deterministically as the virtual agents in the simulator. The infrared sensors
(which calculate a function of distance), for instance, are very sensitive to noise and often
return erratic values. A �nite state machine is a coarse model for a noisy system, because
it does not receive constant feedback. The alternative, then, is to use a model in which
the sensor reading is constantly checked for deviations from the desired line of motion and
the movement is adjusted accordingly. This approach relies on an equation that relates the
speed of the left wheel (for right wall following) with the observation of the front right sensor
(sensor 4).
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4.3 Motor Speed Control via Sensor Feedback

We adopt a model that is designed to keep the robot at a certain �xed distance from the
right wall when traveling straight. Thus, if the robot veers away from the wall, the motor
speeds should adjust to move the robot toward the wall. Similarly, if the robot gets too close
to the wall, the motors should move the robot away from the wall. For simplicity, we keep
the right motor speed �xed at vr = 20. The left motor speed is decreased when the robot
needs to turn left and increased when the robot needs to turn right. The left motor speed
vl is chosen to be

vl = max{4,−c(s4 − 300) + 20}, (1)

where s4 is the reading of sensor 4 and c = 0.08. Thus, if the sensor reading is more than
300, i.e. the robot is closer to the right wall than our threshold, then vl < 20, meaning that
the left motor is slowed down in order to make the robot turn left. Similarly, if the sensor
reading is less than 300, then vl > 20, which makes the robot turn right. Note that when
s4 = 300, vl = 20, meaning that the stable equilibrium point is at s4 = 300. Thus, the robot
tries to adjust toward the equilibrium position from the wall. The beauty of this method is
that when a right wall is no longer detected, i.e. the reading for sensor 4 drops to below 300,
this mechanism causes the robot to turn 90 degrees clockwise. The �maximum� function
appearing in (1) is to cap the left motor speed at a minimum to keep it from dropping too
much in response to high sensor readings.

The only other feature the robot needs that is not taken care by the above mechanism
is the ability of the robot to make a left turn when it approaches a wall in front of it. To
deal with this, at each step, we �rst check if the average of the readings of sensors 2 and 3
is below 300. If so, we continue with the mechanism described in the previous paragraph.
Otherwise, we change the speed of the left motor speed to -16 (while maintaining the speed
of the right motor at 20) until the frontal sensors no longer detect a wall (at which point the
turn has been completed). After this, we let the mechanism from the previous paragraph
straighten the robot's trajectory relative to the new wall that it must follow.

4.4 Wide Right Turns

As mentioned in the previous section, the feedback mechanism automatically makes the robot
perform right turns when a wall on the right ends. However, actual experimentation showed
that the mechanism produces rather wide right turns in practice. Thus, it was necessary to
modify the feedback mechanism in order to allow the robot to make tighter right turns. This
was accomplished by modifying both the left and right motor speeds in response to sensor
feedback. As before, we set the left motor speed to

vl = max{4,−c(s4 − 300) + 20}.
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Figure 3: Plot of motor speed settings vs. right sensor reading

In this case we set the right motor speed as follows:

vr =

{
20, if s4 > 300

20− 0.3(vl − 20), if s4 ≤ 300
.

Consequently, in the event that the robot is too close to the right wall, the right motor
speed is kept at 20 and adjustments are only made by the left motor. However, if the robot
veers too much to the left, the right motor is slowed down in addition to the increase in the
left motor speed. One expects that this would result in tighter turns at corners, and the
experimentation does, indeed, con�rm this. A plot of the motor speeds we set as functions
of the sensor reading s4 is shown in Figure 3.

It should also be noted that initially, sensor 5 was used to control the motor feedback
system. However, sensor 5 was abandoned in favor of sensor 4 due to its superior performance
in guiding right turns at corners.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Wall Following

5.1.1 Simulator

We ran wall following simulations, taking the average number of steps to �nish across 100
games, each with a di�erent randomly generated maze, of varying sizes. The plot in Figure 4
shows the number of steps needed to solve the maze as a function of the grid size, for a single
right wall following robot. As expected, the trendline that the wall following algorithm runs
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in O(n2) time with a coe�cient of determination of 0.9975.

Figure 4: Performance for right wall follower

Figure 5: Performance for wall follower which follows both right and left walls

In an attempt to improve the performance of the wall following algorithm in the best case
(�rst-out robot), we ran the wall following algorithm on 4 robots, out of which 2 followed the
right wall and 2 followed the left wall. The plot in Figure 5, where colors represent a robot's
�nishing place, illustrates our results. Clearly, the average running time does not improve,
although the �rst robot to get out (always choosing the best wall) is 1.6 times faster than a
robot always choosing the same wall on a perfect random maze built using DFS.
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5.1.2 Khepera Robots

The Khepera robots were able to solve any of the 10 perfect mazes we formed using square-
shaped polystyrene blocs of about 1 × 1 × 0.2 ft. As can be seen in our video (http:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=lt4Sj4OG8_g), Kheperas keep following the right wall under
any possible corner case attainable in a perfect maze where passages have the same width as
the blocs. We noticed some jitter in the robot as it ran through the maze and We attributed
it to input-output noise. In an attempt to con�rm our hypothesis and understand the
underlying behavior of the robot when turning and following straight walls, we decided to
analyze the robot's behavior under the e�ect of input-output noise.

Figure 6 illustrates the behavior of the feedback mechanism in practice. The plot on
the left shows the output speed of the motors as a response to the IR input starting at 0
(simulating a possible right turn). The plot on the right shows the consequent changes on
the sensory reading. Both the reading and the adjustments are subjected to Gaussian noise
(variance = 25 for the sensor and variance = 5 for the motor speed) simulating imprecision
in the Khepera's behavior. We distinguish between 3 di�erent phases:

1. Phase 1 (t = 0 to t = 25): The Khepera is turning right with maximum �intensity�
until sensor 4 detects a wall. The speed of the right motor is minimized and that of
the left motor maximized to achieve the turn as quickly as possible without cutting
the corner.

2. Phase 2 (t = 25 to t = 110): Sensor 4 detects an approaching wall and the speed
of the Khepera's motors smoothly move to the stable state of v = 20 as the sensor
reading approaches 20 so that the robot can stabilize into straight motion.

3. Phase 3 (t = 110 to t = 500): The Khepera is following th straight wall to its right
and the feedback mechanism takes care of readjusting motor speeds to compensate for
the noisiness of the input signal.

This 3 steps behavior seems to model accurately the behavior of our robot, as can be seen
in the previously linked video.

5.2 Tremaux's Algorithm

We ran each of our three pheromone-based algorithms on 100 randomly generated mazes
for each combination of number of robots between 1 and 7, and grid size between 3 and
13. Some of the more interesting results are below. �Random Pheromones� is the algorithm
that chooses a direction at an intersection probabilistically according to pheromone val-
ues (a sample run with this algorithm: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTrFB4znmew).
�Wall Follower Pheromones� is a simple wall follow algorithm that also lays pheromones
in the environment (a sample run with this algorithm: http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=2uahYdN4gF8). �Random Intersection� is a pheromone-laying algorithm that chooses a
branch to take from an intersection at random (a sample run with this algorithm: http:

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-TXx0YAuAc).
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Figure 6: Plots of motor speed and IR sensor reading over time

In each of the plots in Figure 7, the x-axis represents the number of robots running in the
simulation (1 up to 7 robots launched simultaneously). The plots on the left side and those
on the right side respectively represent results from grid sizes 11 and 13. The y-axis on the
two top graphs represent the number of time-steps taken for fastest robot to exit the maze
(averaged across 100 games). The y-axis on the two bottom graphs represents the average
time taken by the robots to exit the maze (averaged across 100 games).

The �rst noticeable result is the superior performance of the wall follower pheromone
algorithm. For the fastest escaping robot on grids 11 and 13 (top two graphs), when the
number of robots is ≤ 4, the wall following pheromone algorithm performs better than
its competitors. This doesn't come as a surprise since we know that with 1 robot, wall
follower guarantees never to backtrack (to cover the same passage twice). Meanwhile, the
two probabilistic decision makers may walk through the same passageway segment multiple
times, perhaps choosing di�erent branches at each encounter. Consequently, wall following
is superior here because it guarantees visiting each passage a max of 2 times, which the other
algorithms do not.

Despite its superiority for a relatively small number of robots, the wall following algorithm
becomes less and less attractive as the number of robots increase. This is e�ectively due to
its lack of computation-backed explorations. In our experiment , all robots were launched at
the same time, leaving little or no opportunity for taking advantage of blocked paths, since
robots essentially follow each other. By contrast, the other branching algorithms distribute
the swarm of robots in di�erent directions, much like Breadth First Search, having each of
them solve separate parts of the maze. Accordingly, as the number of robots increases, this
distributed sharing of information becomes more powerful.

It is worthwhile to note delay factor. In all of the above simulations, all robots began run-
ning at the same time. If robots were released in stages, the wall follower-based pheromone
algorithm would perform drastically better. In fact, the ideal for the wall follower pheromone
algorithm is to have a robot begin only after the previous robot has �nished. That way, all
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Figure 7: Results

future robots make full use of all past computation. That would improve the current situa-
tion, where essentially no computation is re-used, giving us simply wall following, instead of
a communicative pheromone-based algorithm. An example run of this delayed behavior can
be seen here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_M_LqDPugE4.

As seen in the bottom two graphs, between the two non-wall follower algorithms, choos-
ing random directions at intersections tends to perform better than choosing the one least
taken. Our �Random Pheromones� algorithm incentivizes exploring uncharted branches.
One by-product of this is that bad branches will need to be explored. This explicit reward-
ing of bad branches naturally comes with an average performance cost (likely for a couple
straggler robots that explored the worst path). The �Random Intersection� algorithm, by
contrast, will sometimes explore the bad branches, but will not seek them out and su�er the
according penalty. After seeing these results, we realize a better algorithm, truer to the ant
pheromone origins of our work, would be to reward going through unblocked, more concen-
trated pheromone blocs. The correct way out of the maze will be marked with a passable
pheromone, and so if you recurse backwards from the exit, the best path will remain having
unblocked pheromones at all appropriate intersections. Choosing to go in those directions
with higher probability would, we hypothesize, be a more e�ective branching policy than
our current ones.
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6 Future Work

The work presented here just breaks the surface of a huge research area. The problem
of distributed search is a non-trivial one. In part, it is so complex because there are so
many di�erent variations. There are many ways to communicate and many possible world
limitations. Beyond experimenting with other communication models, which have much
promise and possibility, there are several concrete steps we could take to expand upon our
current work.

6.1 Departure Times

Our pheromone-laying algorithms all essentially mark o� parts of the tree as being inacces-
sible, saving future robots from doing those computations. If robots all leave at the same
time, they are more likely to be running simultaneously, and therefore doing some repeat
work between them. To have each robot reap the full bene�ts of prior work, we would want
every robot to enter the maze only after all previous robots exited the maze. This would
model a slightly di�erent problem than the one we faced, but would provide an upper-bound
for best-case communication sharing among robots.

Using this delayed departure technique, we could keep launching new robots into the
maze until the steps needed for completion converge. At that point, the robots will have
removed undesirable sub-trees, having found the maze's shortest. The resources needed to
achieve such a convergence (number of robots and number of steps) would be a good metric
for comparing algorithm variations.

6.2 More Complex Simulated Environment

In order to simplify the problem domain to a more manageable level, we made many assump-
tions, both about the robot behavior, and the shape of the world. One next step would be to
make the world more continuous, by decreasing the size of pheromones dropped, and making
the maze structure less rigid (not restricted to right angles). Additionally, we would like
to allow our mazes to have looping structures within them. With some minor adjustments,
our current pheromone-based algorithm for maze solving should be able to take these mazes
with loops into account.

6.3 More Sophisticated Robots

The Khepera II provided a good platform to test our wall following algorithm in the real
world. That being said, wall following involves no communication, and therefore o�ers no
distributed intelligence. Implementing pheromone-laying robots, or something similar on
robots with more functionality would allow us to gather more empirical evidence for how
well our algorithms perform.
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7 Conclusion

Throughout our study, we surprisingly found that wall following based algorithms are very
e�cient in practice and often seem to be the best way of going about solving a maze as
long as the size of the maze is smaller than 13 × 13. For distributed computation through
communication, branching patterns are key. Branching in a non-deterministic way comes
with the cost of potentially revisiting the same path multiple times. But as the number
of robots and the size of the maze increase, our distributed pheromone-laying techniques
become more competitive. Unfortunately, one of the main obstacles encountered was in
running simulations over very large grid sizes and robot number and were unable to formally
con�rm some our speculation in practice. The main goal of this project was to get a feel of the
implementation and e�ciency of distributed algorithms in practice in practice. Accordingly,
despite having clear ideas about the distributed algorithms we wanted to implement we had
to spent a lot of our time solving and understanding possible corner cases and the actual
implementation often seemed more complex than high level algorithms. Thus, we relied on
a minimal amount of simpli�cations required to make the environment more implementable.
There are also constraints on the simulator and robots. Additionally, when working on the
Kheperas we realized the handicap of having hardware constraints, making communication
virtually impossible. Being able to shape something interesting around these constraints was
an exhilarating process.
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